Use for nighttime visibility and brilliance in the spotlight
- Consists of very small glass beads that are embedded in a layer of polyester film
- Certified safety reflective colors
- Produces a maximum reflectivity of 675 candelas/lux/square meter
- Manufactured without the pressure-sensitive carrier for easy stacking

Safety Silver for Nylon
RF-9501

Acceptable Fabrics
Nylon and other heat-sensitive fabrics

Thickness
5.6 mils/140 microns

Sizing Available
Available Widths (in.): 19” only

Special Precautions
Will NOT stretch.

**Special Precautions**

- Will NOT stretch.
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**Special Precautions**
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**Technical Support:** Toll Free: 877-437-8556 | SpecialtyMaterials.com

All technical information and recommendations are based on tests we believe to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee performance for conditions not under manufacturer’s control. Before using, please determine the suitability of product for its intended use. The user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection with the use of this product. Seller’s and manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective by manufacturer.

**Certified Safety Reflective Colors**
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- Manufactured without the pressure-sensitive carrier for easy stacking
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